
The timing of the simultaneous Wade Guyton, Guyton\Walker, Kelley Walker presentation could not
be better. All three have been acclaimed in major solo exhibitions at eminent institutions in recent
years and the intellectual and critical reception of their works is unanimous in its praise of the three
distinct positions. 

This exhibition is their first joint appearance and is thus all the more excitedly awaited. In contrast
to their earlier practice—and many see this alone as a minor sensation— in this show they will
dispense with a segregation of the three artistic personae, which is otherwise strictly observed. 

But why talk of three »persons« here at all? Wade Guyton and Kelley Walker have often exhibited
together, yet until now they have seen to it that the duo’s activities were ring-fenced from their
individual careers. Wade Guyton and Kelley Walker, for instance, both exhibited in the That’s the
way we do it group exhibition at the Kunsthaus Bregenz in 2011, but it would never have entered
their heads to exhibit as a duo in the same show. The artists have always thought of Guyton\Walker
as a separate artist, not as a side project, and as such has different gallery representation from either
Guyton or Walker. 

Surprising at first perhaps, a convincing logic nevertheless underlies this separation. For it
simultaneously displays, underpins, and calls into question the concept of authorship, the role of
which is not to be underestimated in the work of Wade Guyton and Kelley Walker. This is closely
connected with topics such as authenticity and the duplication of the autonomous artwork in the
form of editions or other types of multiple production and distribution. What makes an artistic
signature recognizable? How does a signature style come about? And how can the cult of genius
often connected with such a style be avoided without automatically introducing the idea of the death
of the author? 

On the face of it, in relation to the works of Wade Guyton and Kelley Walker, these questions are
vexing, for the so-called artist’s individual hand is often modified in their works through the use of
the computer. By means of unconventional production techniques, however, the two artists develop
highly individual pictorial languages that combine allusions to commerce and advertising culture
with liberal quotations from Modernist art—particularly pop art in this case—and which alternate
between analog and digital media. 

Both Wade Guyton and Kelley Walker make use of found signs and images, which they transfer to
canvas or wood panels as ink-jet or screen prints or transform into sculptures and installations. Here
too, in Guyton\Walker, we find motifs from high and low culture. Like Wade Guyton and Kelley



Walker, Guyton\Walker work with different spatial levels and divergent references. But from this
the duo often develops paintings, objects, and installations that play with an impression of
provisionality, chaos, the unfinished. Images and forms migrate and mutate. A painting may be-
come a can, a sheet of printed drywall or a table. And the table may become a mattress or even a
painting again. 

Three parallel solo exhibitions have been developed for the Kunsthaus Bregenz, presenting to a
broad public a selection of Wade Guyton’s well-known X and stripe pictures, as well as Kelley
Walker’s now legendary brick paintings and Rorschach works. All three artists will also be
developing new works for the presentation. 

The presentation will avoid strict segregation of the three producers in favor of an interplay
designed to bring out their similarities and differences. This may of course also involve
concentrating on certain groups of works or on one particular artist on a particular floor. The
dynamic relation between concept and visuality is the common thread running through the entire
exhibition. Above all, though, this deliberately fiery show values dialogue—not just between the
three artists, but also with the public, whom it seduces in a way that is both intellectually and
aesthetically entertaining. 

For the KUB Billboards Guyton\Walker chose two works each by Wade Guyton, Guyton\Walker,
and Kelley Walker from the Kunsthaus Bregenz exhibition. A pattern by Guyton\Walker serves as
foreground and common thread running through all six billboards. Works by the artists have been
printed behind it, sometimes rather cryptically, sometimes conspicuously. The result is an optical
play of abstract patterns, foreground and background, advertising, recognizable objects and
arrangements, individual authorship, and joint designs.
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